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AN ELECTRICALLY PROGRAMMABLE CCD TRANSVERSAL FILTER

H. Wallinga, I.C. Hylkema,

Abstract

A prototype of a CCD programmable transversal
filter is described. The tap weights have been
implemented by on chip voltage controlled
variable capacitors. The summation of the
weighted tap signals uses a charge sensing
technique. The performance of the filter has been
demonstrated by suitable measurements, indicating
a non-linear distortion below -45 dB.

Introduction

Since the inception of the CTD transversal
filters several authors have described different
implementation approaches for programmable
transversal filters [1-4] . Programmability
requires tap weight control. This may be done
either analogue or digitally. The preference
for one of both is determined by the systems
application. This contribution deals with analogue
variable tap weights. On chip analogue variable
tap weight filters considered hitherto use floating
sense gates, followed by active buffers and
controlled conductances or multiplier circuits.
As each tap requires its own buffer or multiplier
circuit, the devices suffer from a large power
consumption and a large occupied silicon area.

In this contribution we present a novel tap
weighting concept, based on charge sharing
between voltage controlled M0S capacitances and
fixed sense capacitors. Signal summation is
provided by a charge sensing-amplifier, simular to
that as often used in split-gate sensing
techniques.
A prototype built up of a dual channel differential
version of 8 CCD delay elements and 4 sense taps
has been implemented in n-channel technology with
overlapping poly-Si and Al gates. First the tap
weight principle is described and then the system
implementation is discussed. In the experimental
section, performance measurements are presented
and the advantages and disadvantages of this
approach are summarized in the conclusions.

Tap weighting by voltage variable capacitors
The non-destructively sense technique is based on
a floating gate structure. To linearize the
floating gate sensing, a large load capacitance is
required [5,6].
In our design, the load capacitance is built up
of an Al-poly Si capacitor in series with a MOS
capacitance and a sense capacitor in parallel
(fig. la). The signal charge on the sense capacitor
is detected by a charge-sensing amplifier.
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WITH VARIABLE CAPACITANCE WEIGHT FACTORS.

The part of the CCD signal charge that flows into
the sense capacitor depends on the ratio between
the MOS capacitance value and the fixed sense

capacitor. If the MOS capacitance is depleted, its
capacitance value depends on the applied gate
voltage. In the present design depletion is
provided for by a diffused region, connected to
the gate, and adjacent to the depletion region.
Actually this is a gated diode structure. During
the sense period, the variable MOS capacitance
should not be shunted by the impedance of the tap
weight control voltage source. Therefore a reset
MOST switch has been inserted between the tap
weight control voltage source and the gate of the
MOS-strueture. This also enables the MOS gate to
act as a storage capacitor for the tap weight
control voltage. A lumped model of the capacitive
division circuit has been depicted in fig. 2.

System implementation
In the 8 delay element prototype CCD only the
even numbered delay elements have been provided
with variable weight sense gates. In order to get
signal summation, the sense capacitors are

connected to a sum-bar. The total charge on this
bar is amplified by an external charge-sensing
amplifier. This combined summation and output
buffering has a low dissipation. In fact, this
technique is simular to that often used in split-
electrode filters [7] . A schematic drawing is
presented in fig. lb. On chip integration of the
output amplifier is quite well feasible [8] .

In order to obtain as well positive as negative
tap weights, a dual channel CCD has been designed
(fig. 3). The same input signal is applied to
both channels. The filter output of the channels
is fed into a differential output amplifier. Now
the tap weight is the difference between right and
left hand tap weight. The drawback of this approach
is a decrease in signal to noise ratio. The
linearity however is increased, and the clock
cross-talk is reduced. Fig. 4 shows a photograph
of the complete system.

Experimental results

The performance of the filter has been evaluated
by setting the tap weights equal to the impulse
response of a 7-elements Hubert transformer. For
an odd number of taps, the even numbered tap
weights of this filter function are zero [9] . This
enabled us to program a 7-tap filter. The not
sensed intermediate delay elements are interpreted,
as zero tap weights. An additional advantage is
that in this case the sample frequency is equal
to the clock frequency. The large passband of this
filter allows well defined distortion measurements.
Fig. 5 shows the measured modulus of the transfer
function of the filter.

A modification in which a MOS capacitor in the
inversion region is used for the tap weight
control is also under investigation.
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The sensitivity of the tap weight as a function
of the tap weight voltage is illustrated in
fig. 7. Here all the left side tap weight
voltages have been set to a constant voltage
and the right hand voltages are the independent
variables. A more linear sensitivity versus

tap weight voltage is obtained for a differential
tap weight voltage control, with constant sum of
the right and left hand voltages.
Conclusions

A novel technique for variable analogue tap
weighting in CCD transversal filters has been
introduced. The advantages of the variable
capacitance approach are a low power consumption
and a relatively small chip area.

The non-linear distortion has been shown to be
below -45 dB for input signals smaller than 1.5 V
peak-to-peak. The signal to noise ratio is
better than 45 dB. A disadvantage of the filter
may be the non-linear relationship between tap
weight control voltage and tap weight sensitivity.
Further investigation is performed to improve this.
In its present form the filter seems already to be
very suitable for adaptive filter applications.
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Fig. 4. Micro-photograph of
the described prototype. In
the center the two CCD channels
can be recognized. The tap
weight structures have been
placed on both sides.
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Fig. la. Cross-sectional view of the CCD sense

electrode and variable capacitance tap weight
circuit. M. and M~ are reset switches. During
sensing the electrodes are floating .

Fig. lb.

Fig. lb. Schematic representation of CCD, tap
weight circuits, sum-bar, reset transistors and
output amplifier.
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Fig. 2. Lumped model of the tap sensing circuit.
The fraction of the input charge packet AQo that
arrives at C is

sense
controlled by C^ .
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Fig. 3. Schematical representation of the dual
channel output organization of the programmable
filter.
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Fig. 5. The transfer function modulus of the filter,
if programmed as a 7-tap Hubert transformer.
Vert, scale: linear, arbitrary units.
Hor. scale: signal frequency f varies from 0 to
0.5 f , (500 Hz/div.), clock frequency f = 10 kHz.
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Fig. 7. Output voltage versus tap weight voltage
for a constant input signal (2 V).
The left hand tap voltages are varied, with
respect to the constant right hand tap weight
voltage.
Vert, scale: 5 mV/div.
Hor. scale: 1 V/div.

Fig. 6. Distortion measurements.
Vert, scale: 10 dB/div.
Hor. scale: 500 Hz/div.
Clock frequency f = 10 kHz.
Input signal frequency f 950 Hz.

Fig. 6a. Input signal level = 1.5V peak-to-peak.

Fig. 6b. Input signal level = 2.0 V peak-to-peak.

Fig. 6a.

Fig. 6b.


